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Introduction

Quality coastal living

These Design Guidelines apply to the Lancelin South
Estate located on Lancelin Road, Lancelin and have
been prepared in order to facilitate a high standard
of housing development and encourage sustainable
development, which, together, will produce a visually
aesthetic place for future residents of the estate.
The Guidelines should be read in conjunction
with the Shire of Gingin’s Local Planning Scheme
and Local Planning Policy Manual, the Residential
Design Codes of Western Australia (R-Codes), the
Building Code of Australia (BCA), the Lancelin South
Residential Density Coding Plan and other statutory
requirements.
The ‘Design Criteria’ are the acceptable standards
for all residential development proposals. They
should be read in conjunction with the performance
criteria and acceptable development standards of
the R-Codes, and, where there is any inconsistency,
the Design Guidelines shall prevail. The ‘Design
Recommendations’ specify design and construction
practices to create a more sustainable housing design
and aid in achieving the overall objectives of the
Design Guidelines, but are not mandatory and do not
prevail over the R-Codes.
A restrictive covenant will be placed on the
Certificate of Title of each lot requiring development
to be in accordance with the Design Criteria as
specified in these guidelines.
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Purpose
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The purpose of the Guidelines is to provide a
mandatory set of guidelines to help achieve a
sustainable residential community which not only
provides for the enhancement of amenity for the
Lancelin Community so that individual investments
are protected, but also to achieve the principles of
sustainability and encourage the creation of a vibrant
community.
Specifically, this document promotes the following
objectives:
To achieve a visually attractive development that
has regard for the amenity of adjacent houses and
surrounding public areas and which respects the
values of the existing Lancelin townsite;
To promote greater sustainability through
residential development that responds to its
coastal location, incorporates passive solar design,
achieves thermal comfort and ventilation and is
energy and water efficient;
To promote passive surveillance of streets and
parks while respecting individual privacy; and
To promote safety, variety and a sense of
community.
The Guidelines provide guidance to property owners
and their consultants or builders about:
What needs to be considered before designing a
home in Lancelin South;
How to complete an application for approval under
the Guidelines; and
The process the developer will use to assess
applications for consistency in decision making.
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The Shire of Gingin has town planning jurisdiction
over the estate through its Town Planning Scheme,
which is the operative planning instrument. As
always, buyers should make themselves familiar
with the Scheme requirements.
The Lancelin South Residential Density Code
Plan provides the density or ‘R-Code’ for each lot.
This plan should be read in accordance with the
Residential Design Codes of Western Australia
(R-Codes), the Shire’s Local Planning Scheme and
the Lancelin South Estate Design Guidelines to
determine the development standards applicable
to individual lots.
Parts of the Design Guidelines will be adopted
by the Shire of Gingin as a Local Planning Policy
to allow the Shire to be guided in its decision
making by these guidelines. Where there is
any inconsistency between the Town Planning
Scheme and these Design Guidelines, the Scheme
will prevail. However, where the Policy expressly
replaces an Acceptable Development Standard in
the R-Codes, the Policy will prevail.
In no way does this policy replace the Building
Code of Australia (BCA) which applies to all new
buildings, as classified by the BCA.
In accordance with the Scheme, planning
approval is generally not required for a single
house. An application for building licence is
required for all buildings. Council will not accept
an application for planning approval (if required)
or an application for building licence approval
unless the plans and accompanying documents
have been endorsed by the Lancelin South
Development Manager, following an assessment
under these Guidelines.
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Design Guidelines
Policy Area

These Guidelines apply to all residential development in the Lancelin South Estate, within the
Shire of Gingin as shown on the Location Plan (Figure 1).
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Lancelin South is located 2.2km from the
existing Lancelin Townsite on the corner of
Lancelin Road and Old Ledge Point Road.
Lancelin South will ultimately be a 4000 lot
community, including convenience retail and
commercial uses, schools, ovals and parks,
natural bushland areas and other facilities to
support the community, which may include
a child care centre and medical centre. The
Lancelin South Estate is a natural extension
of the existing Townsite, providing a much
anticipated enhancement of the Lancelin
community.
The Lancelin South Estate has strong links to
the coast both in location and character. The
Lancelin South Estate is also located next to the
Lancelin Sports Complex and Golf Club which
provides a valuable recreation asset to the
existing community of Lancelin and the future
residents of Lancelin South Estate.
A particular emphasis has been placed on the
creation of a high amenity residential area
in the design of Lancelin South, providing
quality green spaces linked by tree lined
boulevards. A range of housing types will
be encouraged within Lancelin South, all of
which will be required to meet a number of
Design Criteria which will ensure the finished
housing produced in Lancelin South is to a high
standard – and particularly acknowledges its
coastal location, while meeting sustainability
standards in terms of reducing water and
electricity use.
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Design Guidelines
Approval
Before applying for Planning Approval (where
necessary), a Building Licence or undertaking
any development on the land, an owner or
their agent must submit an Application for
Design Guidelines Approval including all
appropriate drawings, plans and specifications
together with the completed ‘Design Guidelines
Checklist’ to the Lancelin South Development
Manager.

APPROVAL PROCESS
Seek advice from Lancelin South
Development Manager
(not mandatory)

Prepare designs/plans

Submit development application to
Lancelin South Development Manager

Should the plans be deemed by the Lancelin
South Development Manager to achieve all
of the Design Criteria as established by these
guidelines, they will be endorsed and returned
to enable the endorsed documents to be lodged
with Council as part of the planning and/or
building application.
Should the plans be deemed by the Lancelin
South Development Manager not to achieve
all of the design criteria as established by these
guidelines, they will be returned with a request
to amend the plans and/or provide additional
information to enable a further assessment to
be undertaken.
Please note that if plans should be deemed
by the Lancelin South Development Manager
to not achieve all of the Design Criteria for
a second or subsequent time, you may be
charged at cost for further assessment, at the
discretion of the Development Manager.
The Development Manager or his
representative will have complete authority
and will be the final decision maker in regard
to any determination of an Application for
Design Guidelines Approval, including any
interpretations.
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3 copies
Architectural Drawings
Completed Checklist

Application endorsed by
Lancelin South
Development Manager

Complies with Design
Guidelines and
Detailed Site Plans

Variations
Sought

Group-Dwelling
Development

Submit development approval
application to Shire of Gingin

Development approval (DA)
received

Prepare detailed construction
drawings

Submit building licence application to
Shire of Gingin

Approval received

Commence construction
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Application for design
guidelines approval requirements
To ensure that applications can be fully assessed,
it is essential that the following information
be submitted with each Application for Design
Guidelines Approval:
A completed Design Guidelines Checklist.
Site plan indicating:
The proposed levels and other significant
site features such as street poles and pit
lids;
The location of vehicle parking/storage;
The location and design of all proposed
buildings, access driveways, paths, walls,
screens, fences, swimming pools, spas, all
roofed areas, outdoor cooking facilities,
outbuildings, free-standing satellite
dishes and clothes drying facilities, and;
Fencing location and type.
Floor plans for all buildings including the
location of ceiling fans, window and door
opening, extent of eaves, and outdoor living
areas.
Breeze path diagram.
Elevations for all buildings detailing the
external materials, finishes and colours. The
elevations are to be accurately related to
existing and finished ground levels.
Sections through all buildings showing
intended construction details including
insulation and insulation within roof/ceiling
and walls where applicable;
Schedule of material, colours and finishes for
all buildings and fences.

Lancelin South Design Guidelines November 2017

Submitting your
application
Your completed APPLICATION FOR DESIGN
GUIDELINES APPROVAL and LANCELIN DESIGN
GUIDELINES CHECKLIST together with all required
plans and accompanying information need to be
submitted to:
Lancelin South Development Manager
c/o Ray White Lancelin
4/29 Walker Ave.
Lancelin, WA 6044.
OR
An electronic copy at scale (A3 maximum page
size) is preferred to assist in the approval process.
Electronic copies can be sent to the above address on
CD, or e-mailed to admin@lancelinsouth.com.au.
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Reduce energy consumption and increase
thermal comfort by encouraging design which
is responsive to site conditions.

Outdoor living
Identifies design elements that contribute to the
occupants enjoyment of the Lancelin lifestyle
and climate.

Design Criteria
Homes must have an outdoor living area,
which may be shaded to the extent permitted
by the R-Codes, and is to be located adjacent
to a habitable living area. The minimum area
and dimensions of the outdoor living area
shall be consistent with table 1 of the R-Codes
for the prescribed R-Code in the Density
Code Plan.

Design Recommendations
Provision for outdoor cooking is encouraged.
Outdoor living areas and entry doors should
be protected from the strong sea breezes.
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Addresses issues of orientation to take
advantage of cooling breezes in summer and
allow maximum solar penetration for warming
in winter to assist the thermal performance of
your home and limit the use of air conditioning
and heating.

Design Recommendations
Minimise exposed wall surface area and
glazing (windows), whilst maximising
shading to all East and West facing walls.
Consider location of principle living areas
within your home in respect to prevailing
summer breezes.
The roof, or part of the roof face, should be
orientated towards the north to maximise
the solar access for solar water heating and
photovoltaic cells.
When designing outbuildings and
landscaping, consider breeze access to
adjoining properties.
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Shading
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Address design elements to maximise the
shading of homes, particularly glazed areas and
walls, to increase the thermal comfort of your
home by maximising its thermal performance
and reducing reliance on artificial cooling.

Design recommendations
Overhangs in the form of verandas are
encouraged.
Considering using mature landscaping to
shade your home.
Minimise exposed wall surface area and
glazing, and maximise shading to the East
and West facing walls.
Where windows to the East and West are
provided it is recommended protection via
blinds, screening devices and shutters are
provided.
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Identifies design elements that will contribute
to breeze access through homes to improve
thermal performance, reduce reliance on
artificial cooling and at the same time minimise
noise intrusion.

Design Criteria
Where air conditioning is installed (all types),
the mechanical plant must be appropriately
located or acoustically screened to limit noise
intrusion into neighbouring properties to
levels set out in the Environmental Protection
(Noise) Regulations 1997.
Where roof mounted air conditioners or
evaporative cooling plants are used, they
shall be located so they are not visible from a
street or public open space area and shall be
finished in a colour to match that of the roof.

Design Recommendations
Adequate breeze paths must be provided
to all habitable rooms and a Breeze Path
Diagram must be provided as part of your
Application for Design Guidelines Approval.
Open Plan living areas must ensure adequate
cross-ventilation to each functional area.
Consider narrower floor plan designs to assist
breeze path access and cross ventilation.
Consider internal openable windows, correct
positioning of doors or internal louvered
walls/screens to facilitate breeze path.
Provide roof ventilation.
Consider window types and window location
for more effective ventilation i.e. reduce
glazing area while retaining ventilation
opening through use of louvre windows.

Lancelin South Design Guidelines November 2017

Provision of two external openings to each
habitable room is encouraged.
Consider ventilated screening shrouds for
external air conditioning units.
If air conditioners are being installed,
the use of inverter split systems is highly
recommended to reduce air noise and energy
use.
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Ceilings
Identifies design elements that will assist in
improving the thermal comfort of occupants in both
internal and external living areas and allow the safe
installation of elements such as ceiling fans.

Design Recommendations
Consider minimum 2700mm above floor level
ceiling height, raked or cathedral type ceilings
to all habitable areas (including ancillary
accommodation).

Materials and Colours
Identifies selection of building materials and
colours to reduce heat gain and retention within
homes, thereby increasing occupant comfort and
improving the overall thermal performance and
provide colour scheme in keeping with the coastal
location of Lancelin.

Design Criteria
Roof sheeting is to have a low or neutral visual
impact on the natural landscape, with bright
and dark heat absorbing colours prohibited.
The following is a list of approved Colorbond (or
equivalent) colours:

Design Recommendations
All lighter coloured roofing materials are
encouraged.
Use of varied external finishes, accent colours
and materials to provide interest to the built
form.
Note: a materials/colour schedule is to be provided as part of your
Application for Design Guidelines Approval.

Note: The COLORBOND®
steel colours shown have been
reproduced to represent actual
product colours as accurately as
possible. However, we recommend
checking your chosen colour
against an actual sample of the
product before purchasing, as
limitations of web palette colours
affect colour tones. Please also
note that if you are printing
this page the colours will not be
accurate using most printers and
should not be used for colour
matching purposes.
Source: Colorbond
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Landscape and
water management
To maintain elements of the natural landscape
through retention and planning of natural
vegetation, which also serves to conserve water
in the garden and home.

Landscaping
Identifies landscaping elements that reduce
maintenance and water consumption, thereby
contributing to water conservation, including
the retention of dunal heath.

Design Recommendations
Vegetation planting in the front of the
building is to consist of species which
are sympathetic with the existing dunal
environment and respects the coastal
location.
Consider water wise plant species that
are best suited to the climate and soil
conditions of the Lancelin region including
indigenous drought resistant species which
are easy to maintain.
The use of mulch to a minimum depth of 50
mm recommended for all planted areas.
All mass planting should be planted in
late autumn to winter months to maximise
natural rainfall and preferably as tubestock
size.
If planting lawn, a maximum of 30m2 is
recommended adjacent to the outdoor
living area with water wise and salt tolerant
varieties selected which are best suited
to the climate and soil conditions of the
Lancelin area.

Lancelin South Design Guidelines November 2017

Consider installation of water wise reticulation
such as low flow drippers and coarse drop
sprayers.
Controlled irrigation such as programmable
controllers or tap timers is encouraged.
Rain sensors for all reticulation systems are
encouraged.
Consider how to maximise permeable surfaces
in order to reduce stormwater runoff.

Water Management
To identify water conservation strategies in the
home.

Design Criteria
The installation of rainwater tank in a location
not visible from the street.

Design Recommendations
The installation of a WA Health department
approved greywater treatment/reuse is
encouraged, particularly gravity fed systems
not reliant on storage tanks/pump. To capture
runoff, all roof structures should have gutters
which are channelled to water tanks for use in
the garden or as drinking water.
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Building form
To promote climate responsive housing design
and a built form which respects the coastal
environment of Lancelin.

General

Source: Homestart

Source: TR Homes

Source: TR Homes

The pictures below identify some specific
issues for the design of homes to achieve a
high quality and diversity of residential design
and streetscapes. These pictures have been
provided for a guide only.

Note: Where source has not been indicated, photographs supplied by Taylor Burrell Barnett
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Design Criteria
Front entries are to be clearly identifiable
from the street through expressed elements
such as entry porticos, awnings, dominant
front doors etc.
A minimum of one major opening to a
habitable room providing outlook to the
primary street.
The architectural treatment on the
facade facing a secondary street must be
articulated or feature a level of detail which
is consistent with that of a primary street
facade.

Design Recommendations
The use of awnings, veranda’s and other
shading devices.
Contemporary coastal architecture
featuring robust external materials capable
of withstanding the extremities of a coastal
environment, i.e. epoxy coatings to exposed
structural steel, steel cladding materials
with a thicker than normal ‘Colorbond’
coating.

Lancelin South Design Guidelines November 2017
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Transportable, kit and
recycled homes
Identifies the design and construction
requirements for transportable, kit and
recycled homes to achieve a high quality of
residential design and streetscape.

Design Criteria
All transportable and kit homes shall
exhibit a level of detail which minimises the
differentiation between them and site built
homes. Suitable elements include; roofs or
roofed balcony spaces linking groupings
or more than one transportable module,
applied elements such as verandas and
shading devices, attached roofed outdoor
living areas, composites of external cladding
materials etc.
Recycled or second hand homes shall have
all external materials and finishes of a
standard expected of a new home and in
accordance with these design guidelines.

Quality coastal living

Roof form
Identifies roof form design elements for all
homes and associated structures to assist
with the achievement of a high quality of
residential design and streetscape.

Design Criteria
Conventional gable or hipped roof forms
must not be less than 17 degrees pitch
or greater than 42 degrees pitch to main
roof structures (verandas and sunshades
excluded).
Flat parapet roof forms are not permitted
unless used as a minor component in
conjunction with pitched roofs or in
conjunction with verandas.
For skillion or monopitch type roofs, the
minimum pitch shall be 5 degrees.

Design Recommendations
Skillion, curved and other roof forms in
addition to the more traditional hipped and
gabled roof forms are actively encouraged
to provide variety and interest to homes and
streetscapes.

Lancelin South Design Guidelines November 2017
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Identifies design criteria and setback
requirements for all homes and associated
structures, such as carports, boatports, garages
and other outbuildings to assist with the
achievement of a high quality of residential
design streetscape.

Design Criteria
A carport or garage shall be provided and
will be located behind the building line.
Where visible from a street, garages,
carports, boatports and outbuildings
must be constructed of the same or
complimentary materials, finishes, colours
and roof type as the main dwelling.
Driveway access and crossovers must be
to Council specifications; including access
to ancillary parking/storage areas (e.g.
integrate with driveway).
Ancillary vehicle parking/storage (i.e.
Commercial vehicles, boats, caravans,
trailers) forward of the front building line is
not permitted.

Design Recommendations
Walls built to the boundary are discouraged.
For lots with only one street frontage, the
side wall/post of garages, side carports, and
boatports should be setback a minimum of
3.0m from the adjacent boundary (to allow
for ancillary vehicle and boat parking/
storage).
For corner lots, the side wall/post of garages,
carports, and boatports should be setback
a minimum of 3.0m from either the rear
or common side boundary (i.e. not on the
truncation side).

Walls built to the boundary line are not
permitted for lots zoned R20 and below.

Lancelin South Design Guidelines November 2017
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Fencing
Identifies a fencing approach to assist with
the achievement of high quality of residential
design and streetscape, and encourage passive
surveillance of the street.

Design Criteria

Servicing

If fencing is provided in front on the
building line (including dividing fencing),
it must be low (less than 900mm) or
visually permeable, as per the R-Codes,
and constructed of materials and colours
complimentary of the building.
If fencing is provided on the secondary
street frontage of the lot (i.e. corner lots), it
must be low (less than 900mm) or visually
permeable, as per the R-Codes, forward of
the building line and in accordance with the
approved fence colours.
The use of corrugated fibre cement, and
‘Colorbond’ material for front and secondary
street fences are not permitted.
Side boundary fencing is to be ‘Colorbond’
or brushwood with a maximum height of
1.8m. Colours are to be in accordance with
the following approved ‘Colorbond’ (or
equivalent), colours:

	
  

	
  

Summershade®	
   Riversand®	
  

	
  
Teatree®	
  

	
  
Domain®	
  

Identifies servicing considerations to assist
with the achievement of a high quality of
residential design and streetscape.

Design Criteria
Bin storage and clothes drying areas must
be fully screened from public view.
Any air-conditioning units, satellite dishes
or other plant or equipment are to be
located to minimise visual and acoustic
impact on neighbouring lots and the
streetscape.

Design Recommendations
Bin storage areas located to minimise
the impact on adjoining residences are
encouraged.
	
  

Harvest®	
  

	
  
Terrace®	
  

	
  
Meadow®	
  

	
  
Willow®	
  

	
  
Evergreen®	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
Harvest®	
  

	
  
Terrace®	
  

	
  
Meadow®	
  

	
  
Willow®	
  

	
  
Evergreen®	
  

Note: The COLORBOND® steel colours shown have been reproduced
to represent actual product colours as accurately as possible. However,
we recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample
of the product before purchasing, as limitations of web palette colours
affect colour tones. Please also note that if you are printing this page
the colours will not be accurate using most printers and should not be
used for colour matching purposes. Source: Colorbond
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Storerooms and
outbuildings
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Identifies a design approach to the provision of
storerooms and outbuildings to assist with the
achievement of a high quality of residential
design and streetscape.

Design Criteria
Freestanding storerooms and outbuildings,
where visible from the street, must be
constructed of the same or complimentary
materials, finishes, colours and roof type as
the main dwelling.
Sheds and outbuildings are not to exceed
70m2 in size.
Shed and outbuilding heights are to be in
accordance with the Shire of Gingin Town
Planning Policy 1.16.

Design Recommendations
Storerooms exceeding the minimum area
requirement in the R-Codes under the main
roof of homes are encouraged.
Consider locating outbuildings to minimise
their visual impact on neighbouring lots
and the streetscape, and so that they are
screened from public view (where practical),
and do not adversely restrict access to
summer breezes for cross ventilation
purposes.
Consider locating outbuildings in
conjunction with dwelling location to
provide protection to outdoor living areas
from prevailing winds.

Lancelin South Design Guidelines November 2017
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Design guidelines
checklist
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The Design Criteria and Design Recommendations encourage sustainable, high quality home design
throughout the Lancelin South Development. They have been summarised into a Design Guidelines
Checklist to provide a consistent approach to the assessment of your Application for Design
Guidelines Approval.
The checklist includes the Design Criteria (in bold) and the Design Recommendations. You are
required to demonstrate compliance with all the Design Criteria in order for the Development
Manager to endorse your plans and associated documentation.
Design Recommendations (also included in the checklist, not in bold) are suggested as a means of
achieving best practice design.

Design Guidelines Checklist

Owner
Checklist

Assesment
Checklist

Passive Thermal Design
Outdoor Living

Homes must have an outdoor living area, which may be shaded to the extent permitted by
the R-Codes, and is to be located adjacent to the outdoor living area. The minimum area and
dimensions of the outdoor living area shall be consistent with table 1 of the R-Codes for the
prescribed R-Code in the Density Code Plan.

Achieved

Not Achieved

Provision for outdoor cooking is encouraged.
Outdoor living areas and entry doors should be protected from the strong sea breezes.

Orientation
Homes must be orientated so as to ensure openings provide good passive cooling from the
afternoon southerly or south westerly breezes and facilitate cross ventilation within living and
roof spaces.
Homes must have at least one main living area facing north or within 20 degrees of north.
Minimise exposed wall surface area and glazing (windows), whilst maximising shading to all
East and West facing walls.
Consider location of principle living areas within your home in respect to prevailing summer
breezes.
The roof, or part of the roof face, should be orientated towards the north to maximise the solar
access for solar water heating and photovoltaic cells.
When designing outbuildings and landscaping, consider breeze access to adjoining properties.

Lancelin South Design Guidelines November 2017
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Design Guidelines Checklist cont.

Owner
Checklist

Assesment
Checklist

Shading
External walls shall have a minimum of 750mm eaves, except at areas of extended roof cover,
such as verandas, entry porticos and awnings or at non-habitable spaces or projections such as
garages/carports, stores, robes and fireplaces.

Achieved

Not Achieved

Overhangs in the form of verandas are encouraged.
Considering using mature landscaping to shade your home.
Minimise exposed wall surface area and glazing, and maximise shading to the East and West
facing walls.
Where windows to the East and West are provided it is recommended protection via blinds,
screening devices and shutters are provided.

Ventilation
Adequate breeze paths must be provided to all habitable rooms and a Breeze Path Diagram
must be provided as part of your Application for Design Guidelines Approval.
Open Plan living areas must ensure adequate cross-ventilation to each functional area.
Where air conditioning is installed (all types), the mechanical plant must be appropriately
located or acoustically screened to limit noise intrusion into neighbouring properties to levels
set out in the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997.
Where roof mounted air conditioners or evaporative cooling plants are used, they shall be
located so they are not visible from a street or public open space area and shall be finished in a
colour to match that of the roof.
Consider narrower floor plan designs to assist breeze path access and cross ventilation.
Consider internal openable windows, correct positioning of doors or internal louvered walls/
screens to facilitate breeze path.
Provide roof ventilation.
Consider window types and window location for more effective opening i.e. reduce glazing area
while retaining ventilation opening through use of louver windows.
Provision of two external openings to each habitable room is encouraged.
Consider ventilated screening shrouds for external air conditioning units.
If air conditioners are being installed, the use of inverter split systems is highly recommended
to reduce air noise and energy use.

Lancelin South Design Guidelines November 2017
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Design Guidelines Checklist cont.

Owner
Checklist

Assesment
Checklist

Ceilings
Consider minimum 2700mm above floor level ceiling height, raked or cathedral type ceilings to
all habitable areas (including ancillary accommodation).

Achieved

Not Achieved

Materials and Colours
Roof sheeting is to have a low or neutral visual impact on the natural landscape, with bright and
dark heat absorbing colours prohibited. Colours are to be in accordance with the list of approved
Colorbond (or equivalent) colours.
All lighter coloured roofing materials are encouraged.
Use of varied external finishes, accent colours and materials to provide interest to the built form.

Landscape and Water Management
Landscaping

Vegetation planting in the front of the building is to consist of species which are sympathetic
with the existing dunal environment and respects the coastal location.
Consider water wise plant species that are best suited to the climate and soil conditions of the
Lancelin region including indigenous drought resistant species which are easy to maintain.
The use of mulch to a minimum depth of 50 mm recommended for all planted areas.
All mass planting should be planted in late autumn to winter months to maximise natural
rainfall and preferably as tubestock size.
If planting lawn, a maximum of 30m2 is recommended adjacent to the outdoor living area
with water wise and salt tolerant varieties selected which are best suited to the climate and soil
conditions of the Lancelin area.
Consider installation of water wise reticulation such as low flow drippers and coarse drop
sprayers.
Controlled irrigation such as programmable controllers or tap timers is encouraged.
Rain sensors for all reticulation systems are encouraged.
Consider how to maximise permeable surfaces in order to reduce stormwater runoff.
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Design Guidelines Checklist cont.

Owner
Checklist

Assesment
Checklist

Water Management
The installation of rainwater tank in a location not visible from the street.
The installation of a WA Health department approved greywater treatment/reuse is
encouraged, particularly gravity fed systems not reliant on storage tanks/pump. To capture
runoff, all roof structures should have gutters which are channelled to water tanks for use in the
garden or as drinking water.

Achieved

Not Achieved

Building Form
General

Front entries are to be clearly identifiable from the street through expressed elements such as
entry porticos, awnings, dominant front doors etc.
A minimum of one major opening to a habitable room providing outlook to the primary street.
The architectural treatment on the facade facing a secondary street must be articulated or
feature a level of detail which is consistent with that of a primary street facade.
The use of awnings, veranda’s and other shading devices.
Contemporary coastal architecture featuring robust external materials capable of withstanding
the extremities of a coastal environment, i.e. epoxy coatings to exposed structural steel, steel
cladding materials with a thicker than normal Colorbond coating.

Transportable, Kit and Recycled Homes
All transportable and kit homes shall exhibit a level of detail which minimises the
differentiation between them and site built homes. Suitable elements include; roofs or roofed
balcony spaces linking groupings or more than one transportable module, applied elements
such as verandas and shading devices, attached roofed outdoor living areas, composites of
external cladding materials etc.
Recycled or second hand homes shall have all external materials and finishes of a standard
expected of a new home and in accordance with these design guidelines.
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Design Guidelines Checklist cont.

Owner
Checklist

Assesment
Checklist

Roof Form
Conventional gable or hipped roof forms must not be less than 17 degrees pitch or greater than 42
degrees pitch to main roof structures (verandas and sunshades excluded).

Achieved

Not Achieved

Flat parapet roof forms are not permitted unless used as a minor component in conjunction with
pitched roofs or in conjunction with verandas.
For skillion or monopitch type roofs, the minimum pitch shall be 5 degrees.
Skillion, curved and other roof forms in addition to the more traditional hipped and gabled roof
forms are actively encouraged to provide variety and interest to homes and streetscapes.

Setbacks, Garaging, Storage and access
A carport or garage shall be provided and will be located behind the building line.
Where visible from a street, garages, carports, boatports and outbuildings must be constructed of
the same or complimentary materials, finishes, colours and roof type as the main dwelling.
Driveway access and crossovers must be to Council specifications; including access to ancillary
parking/storage areas (e.g. integrate with driveway).
Ancillary vehicle parking/storage (i.e. Commercial vehicles, boats, caravans, trailers) forward of
the front building line is not permitted.
Walls built to the boundary line are not permitted for lots zoned R20 and below.
Walls built to the boundary are discouraged.
For lots with only one street frontage, the side wall/post of garages, side carports, and boatports
should be setback a minimum of 3.0m from the adjacent boundary (to allow for ancillary vehicle
and boat parking/storage).
For corner lots, the side wall/post of garages, carports, and boatports should be setback a
minimum of 3.0m from either the rear or common side boundary (i.e. not on the truncation side).

Fencing
If fencing is provided in front of the building line (including dividing fencing), it must be low
(less than 900mm) or visually permeable, as per the R-Codes, and constructed of materials and
colours complimentary of the building.
If fencing is provided on the secondary street frontage of the lot (i.e. corner lots), it must be low
(less than 900mm) or visually permeable, as per the R-Codes forward of the building line, and in
accordance with the approved fence colours.
The use of corrugated fibre cement, and Colorbond material for front and secondary street fences
are not permitted.
Side boundary fencing is to be Colorbond or brushwood with a maximum height of 1.8m. Colours
are to be in accordance with the approved Colorbond (or equivalent) colours.
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Design Guidelines Checklist cont.

Owner
Checklist

Assesment
Checklist

Servicing
Achieved

Not Achieved

Bin storage and clothes drying areas must be fully screened from public view.
Any air-conditioning units, satellite dishes or other plant or equipment are to be located to
minimise visual and acoustic impact on neighbouring lots and the streetscape.
Bin storage areas located to minimise the impact on adjoining residences are encouraged.

Storerooms and Outbuildings
Freestanding storerooms and outbuildings, where visible from the street, must be constructed
of the same or complimentary materials, finishes, colours and roof type as the main dwelling.
Sheds and outbuildings are not to exceed 70m2 in size.
Shed and outbuilding heights are to be in accordance with the Shire of Gingin Town Planning
Policy 1.16.
Storerooms exceeding the minimum area requirement in the R-Codes under the main roof of
homes are encouraged.
Consider locating outbuildings to minimise their visual impact on neighbouring lots and
the streetscape, and so that they are screened from public view (where practical), and do not
adversely restrict access to summer breezes for cross ventilation purposes.
Consider locating outbuildings in conjunction with dwelling location to provide protection to
outdoor living areas from prevailing winds.

Detailed Site Plans
Proposed development complies with the applicable Detailed Site Plan.

Assessment Results

Assessor Name
Approved		

		

Signature				

Date

Not Approved
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Design Guidelines Certifcation - Application Form
This application is a requirement under the contract of sale for all properties within Lancelin South. A Lancelin South
approved guidelines certificate will be required to be submitted to the Shire of Gingin as part of any building license or
Planning Approval application. This application is to be lodged with Ray White Lancelin, 4/29 Walker Ave, Lancelin, WA
6044. Processing of this application will commence from receipt of a completed submission. Enquiries can be made to
The Development Manager, via email max.eich@lancelinsouth.com.au or Ray White Lancelin.

Applicant Details
Lot Number: 		

Lot Address:

Name of Landowner(s):
Name of Applicant:
Phone:								Mobile:
Postal Address:

Email:

Checklist
1:100 Floor Plan

Breeze Path Diagram

1:100 Elevations

Schedule of Materials, Finishes and
Colours (all buildings and fences)

1:200 Site Plan (incl. fences)
1:50 Section(s)

Written Submission R-code Variation or
Design Guideline Variation (if applicable)

Additional Information
Name of Proposed Builder (if known):

Declaration
By signing this form you declare all information provided to be true and correct.
Signed:							Date:
Print Name:
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